The World Bank has published a series of reports on corporate governance as part of its project on the Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC). The corporate governance principles in its ROSC Reports are benchmarked against the OECD's Principles of Corporate Governance (OECD 2004). The main categories of principles are discussed below. This study focuses on the main corporate governance attributes of the Philippines. The paper concludes with an extensive bibliography.
INTRODUCTION
Corporate governance issues are especially important in transition economies, since these countries do not have the long-established financial institution infrastructure to deal with corporate governance issues. Before the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union, there was no need to discuss corporate governance issues because all enterprises were owned by the state and there were no shareholders. All that has changed since 1989. This study discusses in general how transition economies are dealing with corporate governance issues and the extra obstacles they have to overcome due to a lack of established financial institution infrastructure, then focuses on the main corporate governance issues in a particular country.
Corporate governance has become an important topic in transition economies in recent years. Directors, owners and corporate managers have started to realize that there are benefits that can accrue from having a good corporate governance structure. Good corporate governance helps to increase share price and makes it easier to obtain capital. International investors are hesitant to lend money or buy shares in a corporation that does not subscribe to good corporate governance principles. Transparency, independent directors and a separate audit committee are especially important. Some international investors will not seriously consider investing in a company that does not have these things.
Several organizations have popped up in recent years to help adopt and implement good corporate governance principles. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, the World Bank, the International Finance Corporation, the U.S. Commerce and State Departments and numerous other organizations have been encouraging governments and firms in Eastern Europe to adopt and implement corporate codes of conduct and good corporate governance principles.
The Center for International Private Enterprise (2002) lists some of the main attributes of good corporate governance. These include:
• Reduction of risk • Stimulation of performance • Improved access to capital markets • Enhancement of marketability of goods and services • Improved leadership • Demonstration of transparency and social accountability
This list is by no means exhaustive. However, it does summarize some of the most important benefits of good corporate governance. All countries, whether developed or developing face similar issues when it comes to corporate governance. However, transition economies face additional hurdles because their corporate boards lack the institutional memory and experience that boards in developed market economies have. They also have particular challenges that the more developed economies do not face to the same extent. Some of these extra challenges include:
• Establishing a rule-based (as opposed to a relationship-based) system of governance; • Combating vested interests;
• Dismantling pyramid ownership structures that allow insiders to control and, at times, siphon off assets from publicly owned firms based on very little direct equity ownership and thus few consequences; • Severing links such as cross shareholdings between banks and corporations;
• Establishing property rights systems that clearly and easily identify true owners even if the state is the owner; (When the state is an owner, it is important to indicate which state branch or department enjoys ownership and the accompanying rights and responsibilities.); • De-politicizing decision-making and establishing firewalls between the government and management in corporatized companies where the state is a dominant or majority shareholder; • Protecting and enforcing minority shareholders' rights;
• Preventing asset stripping after mass privatization;
• Finding active owners and skilled managers amid diffuse ownership structures; and • Cultivating technical and professional know-how (CIPE 2002) .
A rich body of literature about corporate governance in Russia has evolved and grows larger with each passing year. Judge, Naoumova and Kutzevol (2003) conducted survey research of Russian managers in December 2002 that found a negative correlation between leadership and firm performance where the same person served as CEO and board chair. This finding is especially curious given the fact that Russian federal legislation has made it illegal since 1996 for the same person to serve as both CEO and board chair at the same time. They also found that the correlation between the proportion of inside directors serving on the board and firm performance becomes increasingly negative the more vigorously a firm pursues a retrenchment strategy. But there was no significant correlation between the proportion of inside directors and firm performance when the firm was not in retrenchment mode, which seems to support the view that inside directors generally fulfill their fiduciary duties to the owners except when their jobs are threatened. Their study complements an earlier study by Wagner, Stimpert and Fubara (1998) , which found that very high and very low levels of insider representation on the board had an effect on board performance, whereas moderate levels of representation did not. Puffer and McCarthy (2003) discuss the substantial progress made in corporate governance in Russia in recent years and track the emergence of corporate governance in Russia through four stages -commercialization, privatization, nomenklatura and statization --beginning in the mid-1980s. They place special emphasis on problems on nondisclosure and nontransparency that have made Russia one of the riskiest countries for investment. In an earlier work (2002) they examine the question of whether the Russian corporate governance model will evolve into something that looks like the U.S. model or whether it will look more like the European model. They conclude that it will evolve into something that is uniquely Russian, taking into account Russian values, culture and tradition.
Buck (2003) discusses corporate governance in Russia from a historical perspective and the hostile attitude that is taken toward Western and outside investors. He also discusses the persistently strong State influence in Russian corporate governance. Roth and Kostova (2003) tested data from 1,723 firms in 22 countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the Newly Independent States and conclude that cultural factors must be considered when explaining corporate governance in transition economies. Filatotchev et al (2003) discuss the effect that privatization has had on corporate governance in Eastern and Central European countries. They suggest that excessive management control and ignorance of the governance process is causing problems that could be reduced by increasing the influence of outside directors. Their arguments are supported by case studies. Peng, Buck and Filatotchev (2003) conducted a survey of 314 privatized Russian firms and tested two hypotheses of agency theory that outside directors and new managers correlate positively to firm performance. They found little support for the hypotheses, a finding that goes against much of the prior research and thinking on this relationship. Their findings question whether this issue must be viewed from other perspectives. Robertson, Gilley and Street (2003) collected data from 112 U.S. and 74 Russian respondents and looked for patterns of ethical conduct. McCarthy and Puffer (2003) focus on large Russian companies and provide a framework for analyzing corporate governance in transition economies where the corporate governance process is still evolving. They draw on agency theory, stakeholder theory and the cultural embeddedness model in their analysis. Muravyev (2001) challenges the view that good corporate governance does not exist in Russia and shows through an empirical study that Russian executives can be fired for poor performance. He also challenges the view that the state is a passive shareholder in Russian enterprises and presents evidence of how the ownership of a corporation influences managerial succession.
Filatotchev, Buck and Zhukov (2000) examined enterprises in Russia, Ukraine and Belarus and looked at the relationship between downsizing and outside, noninstitutional shareholding. They found that downsizing is positively correlated with outside, noninstitutional shareholding but that the firm's ability to downsize is negatively correlated with the degree of management shareholding. In other words, when management is entrenched and has a sufficiently large block of voting shares, it can block downsizing in an effort to protect jobs.
Several studies have been done on various aspects or components of corporate governance. In the area of timeliness of financial reporting, for example, the Accounting Principles Board (1970) recognized the general principle several decades ago. The Financial Accounting Standards Board (1980) recognized the importance of timeliness in one of its Concepts Statements. Ashton, Graul and Newton (1989) examined the relationship of timeliness and the delay of audits. Atiase, Bamber and Tse (1989) examined the relationship of timeliness, the firm size effect and stock price reactions to annual earnings announcements. Basu (1997) applied the principle of conservatism to the asymmetric timeliness of earnings. Chai and Tung (2002) studied the effect of earnings announcement timing on earnings management. Chambers and Penman (1984) looked at the timeliness of reporting and the stock price reaction to earnings announcements.
Davies and Whittred (1980) looked at the association between selected corporate attributes and the timeliness of corporate reporting. Dwyer and Wilson (1989) investigated the factors affecting the timeliness of reporting by municipalities. Gigler and Hemmen (2001) explored the relationship among conservatism, optimal disclosure policy and the timeliness of financial reports. Givoli and Palmon (1982) looked at some empirical evidence regarding the timeliness of earnings announcements. Han and Wild (1997) examined the relationship between timeliness of reporting and earnings information transfers. Haw, Qi and Wu (2000) looked at the relationship between the timeliness of annual report releases and market reactions to earnings announcements in China. Jindrichovska and Mcleay (2005) looked at the relationship between the timeliness of financial reporting and the announcement or good new or bad news in the Czech Republic. Rees and Giner (2001) examined the same issue for France, Germany and the UK. Soltani (2002) did an empirical study of timeliness in France. Whittred and Zimmer (1984) examined the relationship between timeliness and financial distress. Keller (1986) looked at the relationship between the timeliness of financial reporting and the presence of a qualified audit opinion. Whittred (1980) also looked at the relationship between audit qualification and the timing of financial data publication. Krishnan examined the relationship between audit firm expertise and the timeliness of financial reporting. Kross and Schroeder (1984) conducted an empirical investigation on the effect of quarterly earnings announcement timing on stock returns. Trueman (1990) looked at the timing of earnings announcements. Leventis and Weetman (2004) examined the applicability of disclosure theories in emerging capital markets. Pope and Walker (1999) looked at the international differences in the timeliness of financial reporting.
Studies on the timeliness of financial reporting have been done of the Russian energy sector (McGee 2006 
GUIDELINES FOR EMERGING ECONOMIES
Numerous articles, documents and reports have been published in recent years that provide some policy guidelines for good corporate governance. Such documents are especially valuable for transition economies, since the subject of corporate governance is new for them and even their top government and private sector leaders have little or no experience governing market oriented private firms that have a public constituency. The World Bank has published more than 40 studies on corporate governance in various countries that use the OECD principles "The corporate governance framework should ensure that timely and accurate disclosure is made of all material matters regarding the corporation, including the financial situation, performance, ownership, and governance of the company."
VI. The Responsibilities of the Board "The corporate governance framework should ensure the strategic guidance of the company, the effective monitoring of management by the board, and the board's accountability to the company and the shareholders."
One of the better documents in this area was published by the Institute of International Finance. Its Policies for Corporate Governance and Transparency in Emerging Markets (2002) provides a set of guidelines that corporate officers and directors can use when establishing or revising their own company's corporate governance rules. Here are some of the main suggestions.
Minority Shareholder Protection
The company should have a formal policy that defines voter rights and which corporate actions require shareholder approval. There should also be a mechanism that allows minority shareholders to voice their objections to majority decisions. Minority shareholders should have the legal right to vote on all important matters, including mergers and the sale of substantial assets.
Firms should be encouraged to allow proxy voting and proxy systems should be available to all shareholders, foreign and domestic.
Multiple voting classes should be eliminated where they exist. The number of nonvoting and supervoting shares should be reduced or eliminated and all new issues should have a "one share, one vote" policy.
Cumulative voting should be permitted. Shareholder approval of takeovers, mergers and buyouts should be required. Any anti-takeover measures such as poison pills, golden parachutes and issuances of bonds with special rights in the event of a takeover should have to be approved by shareholders. Spinoffs should also require a majority vote of all shareholders.
Dilution of ownership or voting rights should require a majority vote of all shareholders, at the very least. The IIF recommends a supermajority vote as a "Best Practice."
In the event of a takeover or delisting, all shareholders should be offered the same terms. Shareholder approval should be required before a company can sell additional shares to existing majority shareholders after some threshold. Any capital increases should first be offered to any existing shareholders. Significant share buybacks should require shareholder approval.
Shareholders should be notified a sufficient time in advance of shareholder meetings. The "Best Practice" is to send a notice of the meeting and agenda at least one month prior to the meeting. Reasonable efforts should be taken to prevent vote fraud and to allow for a recount in the event an election is contested. Minority shareholders should be able to call special meetings and petition the board with some minimum share threshold.
Foreign and domestic shareholders should be treated equally. A policy should be established to clearly define who retains the right to vote when shares are traded close to the meeting date. Quorum rules should not be set too low or too high. The IIF recommends around 30 percent, which should include some independent minority shareholders.
Structure and Responsibilities of the Board
The company should define independence, disclose the biographies of board members and make a statement on independence. The IIF recommends that as a Best Practice a board member cannot (a) have been an employee of the firm in the past 3 years, (b) have a current business relationship with the firm, (c) be employed as an executive of another firm in which any of the company executives serve on that firm's compensation committee, and (d) be an immediate family member of an executive officer of the firm or any of its affiliates.
At least one-third of the board should be non-executive, a majority of whom should be independent. The Best Practice calls for a majority of independent directors.
The board should meet every quarter for large companies. The audit committee should meet every six months. Minutes of meetings should become part of the public record. The Best Practice would be to apply this rule to all companies.
The quorum requirement should be specified by the firm and should consist of executive, nonexecutive and independent nonexecutive members. Best Practice calls for representation by both executive and independent directors.
Nominations to the board should be made by a committee that is chaired by an independent nonexecutive. There should be a mechanism in place that would allow minority shareholders to put forth the names of potential directors at annual general meetings and extraordinary general meetings.
For large firms, directors should need to be re-elected every three years. The Best Practice rule would apply the three-year requirement to firms of any size.
For large companies, the compensation and nomination committees should be chaired by an independent nonexecutive director. The Best Practice would be to extend this requirement to firms of any size.
The board should formally evaluate directors before their election, in the case of large firms. The Best Practice is to extend this requirement to firms of any size.
The board should disclose immediately any information that affect the share price, including major asset sales or pledges. Procedures should be established for releasing information. Best Practice calls for releasing information on the company website at through the stock exchange.
Remuneration for all directors and senior executives should be disclosed in the annual report. All major stock option plans should be disclosed and subjected to shareholder approval.
The company's articles of association or bylaws should clearly state the responsibilities of directors and managers. This document should be accessible to all shareholders.
The chairman or CEO should publish a statement of corporate strategy in the annual report.
Any actual or potential conflict of interest involving a board member or senior executive should be disclosed. Board members should abstain from voting in cases where they have a conflict of interest. The audit or ethics committee is required to review conflict of interest situations.
The integrity of the internal control and risk management system should be a function of the audit committee, according to the Best Practice guideline.
The company should have an investor relations program. Best Practice requires the CFO or CEO to assume this responsibility as part of the job.
The company should make a policy statement concerning environmental and social responsibility issues.
Accounting and Auditing
The company should disclose which accounting principles it is using. It should comply with local practice and file consolidated annual statements where appropriate. Companies should file annual audited reports and semi-annual unaudited reports. Best Practice calls for filing quarterly unaudited reports.
Audits should be conducted by an independent public accountant. Best Practice calls for adherence to the standards developed by the International Forum on Accountancy Development.
Off balance sheet transactions (e.g. operating leases and contingent liabilities) should be disclosed.
The audit committee should issue a statement on risk factors. For large companies, the audit committee should be chaired by an independent director. Best Practice calls for the audit committee chair to be an independent director regardless of company size. The chair must have a financial background. A minimum of one week should be allocated for any committee review of an audit. Communication between the internal and external auditor should be without having executives present.
Any departures from accounting standards must be explained in the annual report.
Transparency of Ownership and Control
Best Practice calls for significant ownership (20-50%, including cross-holdings) to be deemed as control.
For buyout offers to minority shareholders, Best Practice calls for ownership exceeding 35% to be considered as triggering a buyout offer in which all shareholders are treated equally.
Companies should disclose directors' and senior executives' shareholdings and all insider dealings by directors and senior executives should be disclosed within 3 days of execution.
Best Practice calls for shareholders with minimally significant ownership (3-10%) of outstanding shared to disclose their holdings.
There should be independence between industry and government. There should be rules outlining acceptable employee and management conduct.
This Institute of International Finance document is not the only comprehensive set of guidelines on corporate governance practices. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) [www.oecd.org] has several comprehensive documents as well. Private groups have also issued comprehensive guidance documents. Gregory [2000] has published a major study that compares various sets of guidelines.
Merely having rules and guidelines is not enough to ensure success, however. Culture, institutions and organizational structure also play an important role. Roth and Kostova [2003] conducted a major study of 1,723 firms in 22 countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the Newly Independent States and that a firm's adopting a new governance structure will be helped or hindered based on these factors.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN THE PHILIPPINES
The present study focuses on corporate governance in the Philippines. The data for this study was taken from the World Bank study on this country.
METHODOLOGY
The corporate governance topics discussed in the World Bank's ROSC Report were classified into categories based on the extent of compliance with the OECD's Principles of Corporate Governance (OECD 2004) . Points were then assigned to each category, as follows: O = Observed = 5 points LO = Largely Observed = 4 points PO = Partially Observed = 3 points MNO = Materially Not Observed = 2 points NO = Not Observed = 1 point Table 2 shows the scores for each subcategory. The overall average was 3.22. The corporate governance scores are shown graphically below. All scores were 3.00 or above. The highest score was in the category of Rights. 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS
The ROSC Report made several recommendations. It gave high priority to strengthening enforcement of the existing legal requirements for independent directors, including the rules concerning conflict of interest. Although there is a requirement for companies to have independent directors, the rule is not effectively followed. Although conflict of interest rules for board members have been introduced, there continues to be a need to effectively implement the rules. The ROSC recommends considering a rule to require related party transactions to be approved by the independent directors. It also recommends considering increasing the ratio of independent directors from the present rule of "2 or 20 percent, whichever is less."
Another recommendation is to increase free float by raising the minimum 10 percent requirement of total registered shares to offer to the public. Companies should consider making it easier for shareholders to vote by allowing them to vote by mail or electronically.
Another high priority item is to strengthen enforcement by the SEC and Philippine Stock Exchange of laws related to insider trading and tender offer rules. Information on enforcement actions should be posted on the SEC website. Additional resources should be provided to enhance the Philippine Stock exchange's surveillance system.
Financial statements that are submitted by regulated companies are to be reviewed by regulators to ensure that they comply with all International Financial Reporting Standards and required disclosures. Noncompliance should result in sanctions.
At present the annual report does not require the disclosure of internal control systems. That should be changed. There should also be disclosures providing background information on the independent directors and a disclosure of the mission and vision of the company. 
